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To Timothy M. Sullivan Editor-in-Chief
and Olivier Goeau-Brissonniere Editor
Annals of Vascular Surgery

Dear Editors,

Please find enclosed the correspondence to the recently published paper of Georgakarakos and colleagues, entitled “Five-year management of vascular injuries of the extremities in the “real-world” setting in Northeastern Greece: the role of iatrogenic traumas” which we would like to submit for publication in Annals of Vascular Surgery.

Coverage of peripheral trauma centers by vascular surgery facilities

We read with great interest the recent article by Georgakarakos and colleagues, entitled “Five-year management of vascular injuries of the extremities in the “real-world” setting in Northeastern Greece: the role of iatrogenic traumas” [1].

In our opinion, their analysis underlines the problem of the organization of trauma centers with vascular capabilities. Even if relatively infrequent, arterial traumas are often severe and need emergent repair. Aortic traumas requires a huge organization with available facilities 7/24, availability of a variety of materials, a significant stock of standard
endografts, and a multidisciplinary trauma team composed by different medical figures that can even require, in the worst cases, the liver transplant unit [2].

On the contrary, peripheral traumas still remain prerogative of conventional open vascular surgery [3].

In this regard, we firmly believe that national or regional health systems should provide in every minor trauma center surgical personnel well trained and experienced in basic vascular techniques.

Eventually, if this organization proves to be excessively expensive and non-sustainable, a Copernican revolution of the vascular service could be suggested, instead of leading to underservice in some remote areas.

Fast transport by ground ambulance or helicopter, of shared vascular surgeon personnel, together with specialised materials, could allow faster and better medical care also to distant hospitals with trauma centers that can not have the vascular surgeons in their organization.

We congratulate the authors for their very interesting study, which turns the lights on an always debated topic.
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